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From the President 

Hearty congratulations to Roger Underwood on being 
awarded the NW Jolly Medal.  Roger has devoted his life to 
forestry and this is reflected in the many positive 
achievements he has made over many years.  He has 
certainly raised the profile of forestry in WA and awareness 
of fire management at the national level. 

The past few months have seen a lot of activity for the IFA.  
Following the support and success of the IFA Tertiary 
Education Summit there have been a few things to follow up, 
reported in this issue of The Forester.  We need to be careful 
to avoid duplication of effort with other organisations and 
find a way for IFA initiatives to compliment rather than 
compete for funds and support. 

I recently attended an Australia Committee meeting of the 
IUCN (ACIUCN).  IFA had been absent for some years and I 
think our renewed interest was appreciated.  There is great 
appreciation among some of the members on the 
contribution that foresters have made to conservation in 
Australia.  A separate report is in this issue. 

The World Heritage Committee accepted a report from a 
specially commissioned assessment panel on the impact of 
forestry activities on the eastern edge of the Tasmania 
Wilderness World Heritage Area.  The report gave a glowing 
endorsement of forest management activities and their 
concern for World Heritage issues. I encourage members to 
read this report. 

It was great news that Australian Forestry has finally been 
recognised for listing by Thompson Scientific in their Current 
Contents Journal which will also lead to gaining an Impact 
Factor rating.  This is extremely important to encourage 
academics to publish in AF and raise its profile among 
scientific publisations.  Some members query the value of AF, 
but my response is it may be the only journal many foresters 
have access to and it is our duty as a professional 
organisation to give opportunities to update knowledge.  
How would you feel if you went to your GP and he told you 

he hadn’t read an article or updated his knowledge since he 
left medical school?  Congratulations to the AF Publications 
Committee on this outcome. 

IFA has been active in the past few months on making 
submissions to government at both Federal and State level.  
There have also been a number of letters, articles and 
opinion pieces submitted to newspapers and journals.  I 
congratulate all who have taken the effort to do this as I 
think the IFA profile is gaining recognition. 

The fire season approaches for many in southern Australia.  
It will be interesting to track the public reaction to any 
wildfires this summer in relation to the carbon and climate 
change debate.  There is also the issue of water, which 
seems to have developed some weird solutions (eg 
desalination plants, payment for interception, massive 
pipelines etc).  Foresters must be on their guard to speak 
out, lest we get perverse outcomes for forestry on all these 
issues. 

IFA AGM will be held in Hobart on November 20 with a field 
trip on the following day to the Huon Wood Centre (rotary 
veneer mill, regrowth sawmill), Tahune Airwalk and Warra 
Lang Term Ecological Research site.  All IFA members are 
welcome to attend.  It would be great to see you there. 

 

 Coming Events  

5-14 October 2008 IUCN World Congress 
Barcelona 

http://cms.iucn.org/news_events/events/
congress/index.cfm 

19-22 October 2008 Australian Forest Growers , Biennial Conference 
Albury/Wodonga 

web: www.afg.asn.au/ 

27-29 October 2008 5th Timberland Investing World Summit 
New York city, USA 

http://www.iqpc.com/ShowEvent.aspx?
id=96340 

6-8 November 2008 International Scientific Conference, 
Nancy, France 

www.nitroeurope.eu/?q=node/513 

6-10 September 2009 IFA 2009 Conference 
Forestry - A climate of change 

Caloundra, Qld 

Web: www.forestry.org.au 
Phone: (02) 6281 3992   

If you have a 'Coming Event' you would like included, please email ifa@forestry.org.au with the details of the event.  
Alternatively, paid advertising of your event in this newsletter as a full or half page is as easy as contacting the National 

Office on ifa@forestry.org.au or phone 02 6281 3992. 

Dr Peter Volker FIFA RPF 
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Alan Cole 
Approved RPF 

Alan Cole of Bowning, NSW has been approved as an RPF in the 
category of ‘General Practicing Forester with recognised skills in 
Consultancy Services’. 

Alan’s academic qualifications include: 

• BSc.(For), Australian National University, Canberra 

• Certificate 2 Office Computing, SE TAFE, Mt Gambier 

• Commenced Masters of Business Administration, Canberra 
University, (7 units completed). 

• Mt Eliza Business School “Developing our Leaders Program” 
People Skills (2004), Coaching and Feedback (2006) 

Alan joined the IFA as a Student member on 27 March 1979. 

Alan started his forestry career in 1980 as a Technical Assistant 
with the Forest Department at Kelmscott WA and after a short 
while moved to Victoria as Assistant Forester with Softwoods 
Holdings Ltd at Dartmoor. 

In1986 Alan moved again to the position of Forest Planner, APPM 
Forest Products, Longreach Tasmania. 

Over a 10 year period (1993-2003) Alan used his professional 
knowledge to establish a 16 ha vineyard and a wine grape 
nursery while most of this period he also worked as Company 
Director and Forest Manager of Midway Afforestation Investment 
Service Pty Ltd, Casterton Vic which included the establishment of 
6500 ha of softwood and hardwood plantations. 

Since 2003 Alan has been the Senior Forester, Health and Safety 
Co-ordinator for the Canberra, Nowra and Wagga Wagga offices 
of GHD Pty Ltd. 

Alan undertakes: 

• Independent Foresters property evaluations for Plantations 

in Queensland, NSW, 
Victoria Western 
Australia, Northern 
Territory and South 
Australia. Including 
review of productivity 
ratings and mapping. 

• Establishment 
management of softwood plantations including contractor 
management and the preparation of property establishment 
plans. 

• Carbon Sequestration projects 

• Plantation project reviews  

• Softwood plantation harvesting management including fire 
salvage from the 2003 wildfires 

• Forest road planning and construction and Fire prevention 
and management plans 

• Evaluation of private native forest harvesting standards as 
an Expert Witness 

• Annual plantation inspections, audit and reporting of 
eucalypt and softwood plantations 

• and a number of other projects requiring professional 
forestry experience and training. 

Alan Cole has the following technical accreditations: 

• Vehicle Accreditations: heavy vehicle licence, front-end 
loader, ATV, 4WD, and SA boat licence. 

• Fire Fighting Accreditations: Basic Fire fighting, Plantation 
Fire fighting certificate, Senior First Aid, and member of the 
Bowning Rural Fire Brigade. 

 

Stephen Manson 
Approved RPF 

The RPF Registration Committee has approved Stephen Manson 
of Launceston, Tasmania as an RPF in the category of ‘General 
Practicing Forester with recognised skills in Plantation 
Management & Forest Harvesting’. 

Steve’s qualifications background is: 

• Diploma of Forest Resources - British Columbia Institute of 
Technology 

• Forest Practices Officer (Approving) - Tasmania 

• Certificate of Attainment for Environmental Audits 

Steve certainly has a broad international experience. 

He commenced working in the forestry area in Canada as a Cable 

Harvesting Crewman from 
1964-1966 and then had a 
short time working on a 
cable harvesting gang in 
New Zealand. 

He then moved to Darwin 
NT in 1967 as a Technical 
Assistant with the Forestry 
and Timber Bureau. The latter position involved being 
responsible for the wood supply for a small cypress pine sawmill 
at Maningrida. 

From 1974-1979 Stephen worked as a Field assistant/Student/
Field Engineer in Canada and Iran where he gained experience in 
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roading, budgeting and harvesting.  

In 1979 Steve moved to Forestry Resources Tasmania as 
Logging Superintendent and then was employed a Logging 
Manager at Australian Newsprint Mills - Boyer Tasmania. 

A major part of Steve’s career was a 10 year term as Forest 
Manager at Forest Resources/Boral Timber Tasmania where he 
was responsible for harvesting and delivery of 1,100,000m3/yr 
of forest produce to the Company’s export woodchip mill and 
sawmills in Tasmania. 

Steve had a short break of a year and a half as Visiting Agent 
and Harvesting Coordinator for Riau Andalan Pulp and Paper 
at Kerinci, on the island of Sumatra, in Indonesia. He returned 

to Tasmania in 1995 and was employed for 5 years as 
Manager Tamar Tree Farms. 

Forest Enterprises Australia gained Steve’s services as 
Plantation Manager (2000-2001) and he then was employed 
by Forestry Tasmania as District Forest Officer (2001-2005) 
managing a 400,000 ha forests in the North East of Tasmania. 

Stephen is now employed (since 2006) by GHD Pty Ltd as 
Principal Forestry Consultant as and works primarily as: 

• Visiting agent for the APRIL Group of companies in 
Indonesia and 

• Independent Forester for Great Southern Plantations. 

 

Stephen Walker 
Approved RPF 

The RPF Registration Committee has approved Stephen 
Walker of The Gap, QLD in the category of General Practicing 
Forester. 

Stephen’s academic achievements include: Graduate Diploma 
of Business Administration (UQ), Graduate Certificate of 
Management (UQ), Bachelor of Applied Science (Computing) 
(CQU) and Associate Diploma of Applied Science (Forestry) 
(Qld/TAFE). 

On 28 February 1983 Stephen began his 25-year association 
with Queensland forestry when he commenced as a Forestry 
Trainee and student at the Gympie Forestry Training Centre,  
completing an Associate Diploma in Forestry and gaining field 
experience throughout Queensland. 

In 1985 he started a 15-year period working in forest 
research and development, initially at Beerwah working as an 
Overseer and Technical Assistant in tree breeding,  and then 
from 1987 to 2000 at Gympie, where he worked in nursery 
silviculture, plant propagation and tree improvement, working 
his way up the ranks as Technical Assistant, Forest 
Technician, Senior Scientist and Program Leader with the 
Queensland Forestry Research Institute, then part of DPI 
Forestry. 

In the early 1990’s Stephen led the rapid development and 
implementation of strategies and technologies for the mass 
propagation of cuttings of the hybrid between slash and 
Caribbean pines, then facilitated the rapid multiplication and 
field establishment of tested pine hybrid clones.    

From 1995 to 2000 Stephen managed a number of innovative 
fee-for-service plant propagation projects in the Asia-Pacific 
region, including an Acacia project in Sumatra, Indonesia, the 
propagation component of the AusAID SPRIG project 
undertaken throughout the South Pacific, a Pinus forestry 

project in Louisiana, and 
projects in Vanuatu involving 
the domestication of 
whitewood. 

From 1998 to 2000 Stephen 
also coordinated the 
development of techniques and 
facilities for the mass-
propagation of Wollemi pine. 

In October 2000 Stephen made the move to Brisbane to take 
up the position of General Manager, Marketing with DPI 
Forestry, transitioning to the position of  General Manager, 
Business Services from mid 2004 to the end of 2005.  During 
this time with DPI Forestry he also relieved in the positions of 
General Manager Operations, Executive Director and Assistant 
Director-General, Forestry. 

Stephen took up his current position as General Manager,  
NRW Forest Products on 1 April 2006, after successfully 
transitioning the native hardwood, cypress and quarry 
businesses of DPI Forestry into a new, commercially focused 
business group within the Department of Natural Resources 
and Water (NRW).   

Stephen has extensive experience in committee work and in 
contributing to the organisation of successful forestry events,  
including the XXII IUFRO World Congress, held in Brisbane in 
August 2005.  Since 2007 Stephen has chaired the 
Conference Oraganising Committee for the next Institute of 
Foresters of Australia conference, to be held at Caloundra, 
Queensland in September 2009. 

Stephen still keeps his hand in with R&D, including recently 
undertaking a review of an ACIAR tree species domestication 
project being undertaken in Papua New Guinea.   

 

 
Stephen Manson RPF continued 
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Forest Policy Statements 

The Institute has been active in continuing to develop Forestry 
Policy Statements. A second Policy Workshop was held in 
Melbourne on 29 February 2008 where discussions took place on 
various professional issues and lead authors were appointed to 
provide the first draft Policies. 

On 24 April 2008 members were invited to comment on the 
drafts for the following Policies: 

Number Policy Name Version 

1.2.1 Conservation of Australian Native  Draft 2 
Forests & Woodlands  

1.2.5 Conserving Forest Health Draft 2 

1.2.8 Conservation of Remnant Native Draft 2 
Woodland Vegetation  

2.1.1 (Future directions for) National Draft 2 
Forest Policy  

2.1.3 Criteria & Indicators of Sustainable Draft 2 
Forest Management  

4.1 The Role of Forestry as a Primary Draft 2 
Industry  

4.3 Environmental Value of Timber as  Draft 2 
a Commodity  

5.1.4 Salinity Mitigation and Trees Draft 2 

Thanks to all those members who provided comments.  

The Drafts will soon be referred to the Forest Policy Editorial 
Committee for consideration before being signed off by the IFA 
Board of Directors. 

Media Cuttings 

The National Office reviewed the possibility of providing a Media 
Cuttings Service for members. A trial was held whereby cuttings 
from Australian media were reviewed. However the cost of 
receiving the service (in the order of about $8,000 each year) 
was above any benefit that might be achieved.  

One satisfactory aspect of the review was to note that many of 
the letters and media releases provided by the IFA and its 
members were published at a higher rate that might be 
acknowledged.  

The IFA Board of Directors has decided not to pursue this line of 
service, but the review was certainly worthwhile. 

Company Annual Report 

I hope that you like the newly designed Company Annual 
Report. It consolidates the work of the Divisions and the 
National Board of Directors replacing the previous style of 
having separate (and often repetitive) Reports from each 
Division. 

The Forester and Australian Forestry Journal 

I also hope that you like the colour issues of The Forester and 
the Australian Forestry Journal. The public image of the IFA is 
reflected in these publications, and the large array of pamphlets 
produced for membership promotion, RPF promotion. etc. It is 
important that our image be modern and hopefully the colour 

and modern presentations achieve 
that result. 

Special Interest Groups 

Following the successful launch of 
the Tropical Forestry and 
Catchment SIGs, the Board is now 
prepared to consider if further SIGs should be established and if 
so, which ones. 

SIGs need to be ongoing and not just address the current 
issues. They need to provide for the interests of a reasonable 
number of members and they need to be active. They are 
required to report to the IFA Board of Directors each 6 months 
on their activities and future plans. 

Members are reminded and encouraged to communicate 
informally at any time through the website Bulletin Board at 
www.forestry.org.au I often wonder why this is not used as 
frequently as it should be by members. The Bulletin Board 
provides an easy accessible facility for members to discuss 
matters of professional interest amongst themselves; it is cheap 
and does not require the structure or cost that a formal SIG 
does. 

From the Executive Director 

J. Adrian O’Loughlin 

Mike Bleby presented with Fellow Certificate 
The SA Division chose its 2008 World Forestry Day function to 
present Mike Bleby with the honour of Fellow of the IFA. In 
attendance were several of the foresters who completed their 
forestry studies with Mike in 1970. 

Mike Bleby has been a member of the Institute of Foresters of 
Australia for 38 years and during that time he has provided 
outstanding service to both the profession of forestry and the 
IFA. 

Mike’s professional life has been reported to members on past 
occasions. However there are 3 specific recent activities worth 
re-mentioning: 

• Chairman of the organizing committee of the 2005 IFA 
national conference which was held in Mt Gambier. The 
success of the conference was in no small part due to Mike’s 
efforts and his organizational skills 

• Approved as a 
Registered 
Professional 
Forester, 
specialising in 
Plantation 
Management 

• Regional 
Coordinator of the 
Commonwealth 
Forestry 
Association. Mike Bleby is presented with his certificate of 

Fellow of the IFA by SA Chairman Lew Parsons  
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Industry Communications Strategy - 
    Summit outcome 

In May 2008 the IFA hosted a Tertiary Forestry Education 
Summit.  As a result of the Summit a Communication 
Strategy was developed to improve the profile of forestry 
careers in the mainstream media.  

The strategy aims to promote forestry as an interesting 
career, promote the forestry industry as an attractive 
employer and promote the availability of forestry education. 

The approach of the strategy is to create a constant flow of 
media stories showing foresters doing interesting, 
challenging work.  In any story that the industry is putting 
out, the idea is to get an angle about the people doing the 
work.  (The strategy is available from Lyndall Bull). 

For example if the story is about a company winning an 
award, starting a new project, introducing new technology, 
etc have a young forester as the face of the story.  Try to 
get more ‘bang for your buck’ by showing forestry as an 
interesting place to work at the same time as the original 
story.  Other examples are getting local news coverage of 
human interest stories about young foresters.  The story can 
be about anything, as long as it shows a bright, young 
forester enjoying their interesting and challenging job. 

Lyndall Bull, Convenor of the National Forestry Masters 
Program, and Fran Stevens, Facilitator of the IFA Summit, 
have met with the Communications Managers from NAFI and 
A3P to discuss how the strategy can be taken forward.  Both 
organisations will aim to get more media coverage to 
promote forestry as an attractive career. 

 

How can you help? 
Companies are encouraged to promote 
forestry as an attractive career by using 
young foresters as media spokespeople as 
often as possible, and by promoting human 
interest stories involving their staff.  If you 
don’t have the resources to contact the 
media but you do have an idea for a story, 
contact your industry association or Lyndall 
Bull (details below). 
 
Young IFA members who are keen to change 
the public perception of forestry and are 
prepared to be interviewed by the media are 
encouraged to contact Lyndall Bull on 02 
6125 5100 or email lyndall.bull@anu.edu.au 

The Allan R. Henderson Fund Trustees has approved a grant 
of $1,000 for IFA member Tim McDonnell 

The grant is to assist Tim in furthering his professional 
development through undertaking a Rotary Group Study 
Exchange (GSE) in Canada and the USA in March/April 2009. 

Tim is a 31 year old Forester trained at the Australian 
National University and is currently working as the Harvesting 
Manager for Midway Pty Ltd, Colac Victoria. He has previous 
forestry experience working in the North West Tasmania, 
Oberon in New South Wales and in the Green Triangle Region 
of South Australia. 

In support of his application Tim mentioned “The Exchange 
will be focussed on the forestry and logging industry on 
Vancouver Island and in Washington State. The GSE program 
was open to applications from professionals aged 25-40 who 
have been working in the industry for minimum 2 years. This 
is a vocational and cultural study tour looking specifically at 
the forest industry and will include study visits, job 
shadowing, formal presentations and the preparation of a 
joint paper for presentation to the Society of American 
Foresters.” 

Tim expects some excellent benefits from the program 
including: 

• Exposure to new 
environmental and safety 
practices 

• Exposure to the latest in cable 
and steep country harvesting 

• New forestry contacts for 
exchange of ideas and 
knowledge 

• Joint published conference 
paper 

• Improved presentation skills 

The Allan R. Henderson is available to assist members to 
undertake an educational unit, attend a training course or 
other form of professional development activity. Applications 
are invited from IFA members in the June issue of The 
Forester each year. 

The Trustees of the Allan R. Henderson Trust Fund are Peter 
Volker, Adrian O’Loughlin and John Talbot. 

Tim will provide a report for The Forester at the completion of 
his Exchange. 

Allan R. Henderson grant awarded 

Tim McDonnell 
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I currently work in Albany, Western Australia, as a Silvicultural 
Supervisor (Research based job), with about 25 precent of my 
work involving the management of Tasmanian Bluegum 
plantations. In 2002 I commenced a degree in Environmental 
Management at the University of Queensland; Gatton, South East 
Queensland. At the same time I enlisted in the Australian Defence 
Force as an Army Reserve Soldier. The Depot was small and quite 
remote, so I was limited in the options of reserve employment. I 
had two choices offered, being: a Driver or Storeman. So Driver I 
was! 

In 2007, I relocated to Albany WA to work for Timbercorp and 
transferred to the local Army Reserve Depot. My commitment to 
the Army Reserve is three hours per week on a Tuesday night, 
one weekend a month, and an annual two week training exercise.  

Last year, reservists from across Australia were offered the 
chance to deploy to the Solomon Islands. I couldn’t refuse the 
offer and with the endorsement and full support of Timbercorp, I 
took seven months military leave and set off on an experience of 
a lifetime. In order to prepare for the deployment, I had to 
endure a couple of months of pre-deployment training. I was one 
of three Drivers attached to the Regional Assistance Mission to 
the Solomon Islands (RAMSI), Australian Contingent headquarters 
located in Guadalcanal.    

Our tasks mainly consisted of providing logistic support, such as: 
delivering stores and fresh drinking water to remote team sites, 
the transportation of soldiers and visitors, and vehicle 
maintenance.  On several occasions I was given the opportunity 
to be attached to the Civil Military Liaison team and meet some of 
the locals. 

During my time in the Solomon Islands, I had the opportunity to 
meet up with an Australian Forestry Project Manager, Ross 
Andrewartha, who is sponsored by the Australian Government's 
overseas aid program (AusAID). Ross has been working in the 
Solomon Islands for about three years. I met one of the local 

forestry 
extension 
officers who 
was living in 
the village 
that she was 
providing 
advice to. I 
also met up 
with an 
Australian Youth Ambassador (Richard Laity) who was working as 
a community forester. The Youth Ambassador for Development 
program is also an AusAID funded program. I got the chance to 
see some logging operations in the native forest, being logged by 
a Malaysian company. It was sad to learn of the rapid rate of 
native forest timber harvesting. But it was good to hear of some 
of the positive steps being taken to promote plantation 
development. 

The entire trip was a great experience and I thoroughly enjoyed 
meeting other Army Reservists, Australian Federal Police and 
being able to work and meet people from other countries 
including New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Tonga and of course 
the Solomon Islands. Four months seemed to go by quickly, but I 
was also happy to get back, rest a little and see friends and family 
again. Lastly, I am grateful that Timbercorp has been supportive 
of my commitments to the Army Reserves. 

Melissa Gordon is Secretary of the IFA WA Division and 
Silvicultural Supervisor with Timbercorp 
m.gordon@timbercorp.com.au 
 

Photo:  Army personnel from left: Papua New Guinea Defence 
Force, Corporal Daniel Undagama (PNG solider), Corporal 
Tarryn Potts, Private Melissa Gordon, Signaller Bianca Bavolar. 
The photo was taken before attending a church service in a 
small village. 

 

Part time Army Reservists and full time 
Timbercorp employee 

 

Chinner Medal Recipient 
 

The Chinner medal is awarded in memory of 
John Chinner, recognising the great contribution 
he made to the development of the Melbourne 
Forestry School. John was the School’s first head 
and saw the fledgling forestry course through 
many vicissitudes and laid a firm foundation for 
the course’s development over many years. 

The highest achieving student in second year of 
the Bachelor of Forest Science in 2007 was Kate 
Lancaster. 

Kate averaged 81.83% or H1 (first class Honours) 
in her eight subjects last year. She has shown 
great commitment to her studies and has excelled 
in all aspects of the course. 

Kate studied the following subjects in 2007: 

Experimental Design/Statistical Methods 

Trees and Forests 
Plants and the Environment 
Ecology: Individuals and Populations 
Soil and Water Resources 
Resource Management 
Economics 
Techniques of Resource 
Assessment 
Ecology: Communities and 
Ecosystems 

IFA Victorian Division 
Chairman, Gary Featherston 
presented the medal to Kate 
at the Deans Honours Award 
and Presentation day. 
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The Queensland Division has been very 
active over the past year.  For those of 
you not on email (and maybe those of 
you who don’t read your email !) here is 
a snap-shot of what the Division has 
been up to: 

Appointments 

• The Qld Division appointed Rod Lewis 
(Rockhampton) to the role of Media 
Liaison Officer in May 2008. 

• The Qld Division formed a Forest Policy 
committee, Chaired by David Wood of 
Townsville, and committee members 
Mandy Price and Seamus Batstone.  
The Qld Division prepared policy 4.0.3 
Environmental value of timber as a 
commodity following the IFA policy 
meeting held in February 2008. 

• Elections for the Wide Bay branch 
committee were held at their AGM on 
28th July 08.  The committee has Ernie 
Rider (Chair), Dennis Rolfe, David 
Osborne, and Mandy Price.  Thank you 
to all past members who served on 
this committee, and for those 
members who continued their service. 

Field trips 

The Qld Division hosted a field trip in 
Central Queensland in October 2007, with 
participants attending from a number of 
state government departments and 
private forestry companies.  An overview 
of this field trip was presented in the 
March 2008 issue of The Forester. 

Functions 

Qld Division held a very successful World 

Forestry Day function on 11th March 08, 
and provided financial assistance for 
student members to attend.  The three 
guest speakers covered topics such as 
Carbon and Climate Change (David West 
– Forestry Plantations Queensland), 
Genetic resources and private forestry 
(Ray Fremlin – Great Southern Limited) 
and forestry education challenges (John 
Herbohn – University of Queensland). 

IFA Conference 2009 committee 
meetings 

The Queensland Division has held eight 
meetings (to July 08) of the Conference 
Organising Committee for the 2009 IFA 
conference to be held 6-10 September 
2009 in Caloundra.  The Committee is 
being chaired by Stephen Walker (of 
NRW-Forest Products) with All Occasions 
Management providing professional 
organising support.  Progress is well 
advanced and check the IFA website for 
latest information relating to the Call for 
Abstracts and other conference 
information. 

Registered Professional Foresters 
for Qld Division 

I congratulate the following three Qld 
members for achieving RPF status – Bob 
Thistlethwaite: July 07, David Gough: 
November 07, Stephen Walker: June 08. 

Qld Division committee meetings 

The Divisional committee consists of 
Kerrie Catchpoole (Chair), Moira Close 
(Secretary/Treasurer), Ernie Rider (Wide 
Bay Chair), Bob Thistlethwaite, Keith 
Jennings, John Herbohn and Stephen 

Walker. 

The Divisional committee met in July 07, 
Jan 08 and April 08 and discussed a 
range of issues including the appointment 
of the 2009 Conference Organising 
Committee, holding a World Forestry Day 
event, and the appointment of the forest 
policy coordinator and media liaison 
officer.  I’m pleased to indicate in this 
report that all these activities were 
successfully completed. 

Kerrie Catchpoole, Chair, Qld Division 
(Kerrie.Catchpoole@fpq.qld.gov.au) 

 QLD Division News  

 

 Tropical Forestry 
Special Interest Group 

Bob Thistlethwaite is the Convenor of 
the Tropical Forestry SIG, with David 
Wettenhall of WA the Portfolio Director.  
This Group arranged for a tour of 
Northern Australia (Darwin/Katherine/
Kununurra) from 24-30 August 2008.  

Due to restrictions in numbers 
invitations were only issued to members 
of the TFSIG/ACFA/WA Division (who 
initiated the tour).  A report of the tour 
will be included in the next issue of The 
Forester. 
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Rick Sneeuwjagt honoured 

The Institute was delighted to see that long-time IFA 
member Rick Sneeuwjagt was awarded the Australian 
Fire Service Medal in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list 
this year.  

Rick is recognised internationally for his professional 
expertise in bushfire management, and leads Australia’s 
premier bushfire management operation, responsible for 
the protection of Western Australian forests, national 
parks and nature reserves. The award is a culmination of 
a life-time of work in the field of fire management: he 
has devoted almost his entire professional career to fire 
science and research, field operations, administration and 
leadership. 

Amongst his many noteworthy achievements, Rick has 
been: 

• National Chair ( since 2004) of the Australasian 
Forest Fire Management Group which consists of the 
leaders in fire management of forestry, parks and 
rural land management agencies throughout 
Australia and New Zealand.  

• Vice President of Australasian Fire Authorities Council 
(AFAC) in 1995-2002. 

• National Chair of the AFAC Rural Fire and Land 
Management Strategy Group (1997-2001). 

• Member of the WA Bush Fires Board (1989-2000). 
• Member of the State Emergency Management 

Advisory Committee (SEMAC) 1991-2000. 
• Core Member of the United Nations Wildland Fire 

Advisory Group. 
• Australia’s representative on the FAO Fire Experts 

Group responsible for developing the International 
Fire Management Code. 

• Australia’s representative on the International Liaison 
Group responsible for coordinating the programming 
of the International Wildland Fire Conferences and 
the International Wildland Fire Summit. 

• Program Director of the 3rd International Wildland 
Fire Conference, Sydney in October 2003. 

• Australian leader of the Australian/New Zealand 
deployment of fire fighters/fire team leaders to US 
fires in 2000. 

• Coordinator for Australia and New Zealand 
deployment of 118 fire fighters/specialists to USA to 
assist with large fires August – October 2006. 

• State representative on numerous national 
committees and forums including the Bushfire CRC 
Stakeholder Council; AFAC Operations Strategy 
Group; the AIIMS Steering Committee. 

Rick’s latest award adds to his previous awards of the 
National Fire Medal and 2 Clasps for “long, meritorious 
services to fire and emergency service in 1984, 1994 and 
2005 respectively”. 

Tributes for Rick have come from two of his 
contemporaries and fellow-bushfire specialists. According 
to Phil Cheney, former Head of Bushfire Research in 
CSIRO : I whole-heartedly supported Ricks nomination 
for the fire service medal.  His list of achievements are 
quite outstanding.  

I can add two observations of my own that I believe 
make Rick an outstanding person.  Firstly he supported 
facilitated and championed co-operative research into fire 
management.  My own project, Project Vesta (which won 
the CSIRO medal for outstanding research achievement) 
is but one example, and this project would not have 
happened without Rick’s contribution from the initial 
planning to its eventual completion nearly 15 years later. 

The second and by far the most critical measure of his 
achievement is that he has developed and leads  an 
holistic fire management program on conservation lands 
that is a benchmark for Australia and the rest of the 
world.  There is simply no better fire management 
anywhere.  The fact that he as achieved this in the face 
of political and public adversity indicates the outstanding 
contribution he has made.  

Chairman of The Bushfire Front, Roger Underwood, 
recalls: I first met Rick in 1969 when as a very young 
ADFO he was posted to Pemberton where I was the DFO 
at the time. His first assignment was to oversee the 
construction of a new fire lookout tower. This work was 
interrupted by close-quarters attendance for many days 
and nights at the Boorara Fire, one of the last great karri 
fires. Perhaps these experiences helped decide Rick on 
his future career. After he left Pemberton he went into 
fire research and did ground-breaking research into fuel 
moisture and fire behaviour, and was eventually a key 
author (with George Peet) of the WA Forest Fire 
Behaviour tables which are still largely in use for 
prescribed burning today.  

Rick has now been manager of the fire management 
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Branch in CALM/DEC since 1992, and during this time has 
not only been required to survive the “everyday” stresses 
associated with bushfire management (at a time when 
the area to be protected was getting bigger, the 
resources smaller and the climate drier) but also constant 
pressure from city environmentalists and their political 
lapdogs opposed to the department’s prescribed burning 
operations. 

A significant and largely unsung achievement of Rick’s 
has been to keep the burning program going in south-
west forests, and to continue to get support for it from 
Ministers and departmental heads. At the same time he 
has supported a major increase in planned multi-
objective prescribed burning in the rangelands and 
northern savannahs. It is no secret that the recent highly 
positive report from the Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry 

into bushfire management in Victoria was strongly 
influenced by their evaluation of the work being 
undertaken in WA under Rick’s leadership. 

 

The President of the Institute of Foresters of Australia, Dr 
Peter Volker RPF, has added his congratulations to Rick, 
observing that the quality of his work over nearly 40 
years, and his dedication to bushfire science and 
management was a credit to the forestry profession. 

 

 

  

 

Rick Sneeuwjagt in the field 

...by far the most critical measure of his achievement is that he 
has developed and leads  an holistic fire management program on 

conservation lands that is a benchmark for Australia and the rest 
of the world.  There is simply no better fire management 

anywhere. - Phil Cheney, former Head of Bushfire Research in 
CSIRO  
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As a member of Council for the International Forestry Students 
Association (IFSA), I have been lucky enough to meet other 
forestry students worldwide, and particularly in Europe. So 
when I graduated from my double degree in Forestry and 
Science at Melbourne University last year, I decided I couldn’t 
pass up the opportunity to travel, visit IFSA friends and attend 
IFSA meetings. In the almost 4 months since I arrived in Europe 
I have visited 11 countries, spent half the time travelling alone 
and the rest visiting IFSA friends and meeting new ones.  

My trip has largely revolved around IFSA meetings and offers 
from friends I have met through IFSA, who are so keen to host 
me and show me their patch of bush. The interim meeting of 
IFSA was held in the Jarvselja forest in Estonia in the depths of 
winter. I felt as if I must half walked through the wardrobe into 
Narnia as we were taken on a walk through the forest in the 
snow. The next IFSA meeting was the Northern European 
Regional Meeting hosted by IFSA members in the Czech 
Republic with the theme “Game Management”.  

I had never realised just how prevalent a sport game hunting is 
in Europe and how much this dictates management in many 
forests. I also drank some of the best tasting beer I’ve ever had 
and was amazed to find that the beer in Czech is cheaper than 
water…needless to say I became quite dehydrated….Moving 
from one beer culture to another I toured through Germany and 
was invited to stay with friends in the forestry university town of 
Tharandt. The town was nestled in a valley and dominated by 
forestry students. I was also taken on a hike through the 
Bohemian Swiss mountains and later visited Freiburg and the 
Black Forest. 

Sitting in the pub in London where I am currently working, 
writing this article and contemplating my European adventures 
so far I realise just what a great journey it has been… and there 
is still more to come! The Woodchoppers Ball in Bangor, Wales, 
(reminiscent of the Creswick Ding) is next on the cards, before I 
head to Schmallenberg in Germany to represent IFSA at the 
biggest forestry demo fair in Europe, held in cooperation with 
KWF (the German Centre for Forest work and Technology). 
There’s a leadership course in Istanbul, Turkey and then to cap 
off my trip the International Forestry Student Symposium in 
Bulgaria- a 2 week gathering of forestry students from across 
the globe and the major statutory meeting of IFSA.  

Meeting foresters from all different walks of life has opened my 
eyes and provided whole new perspectives, but yet there are 
inherent similarities. We are passionate about what we do, we 
love to discuss and debate forestry issues, we are generous and 
down to earth and like nothing better than to spend time in the 
great outdoors with mates. I fell into forestry not really knowing 

what it was or where it would take me, but I am so grateful to 
have found a profession that I not only find exciting and 
challenging, but that has opened the door to so many 
opportunities.  

Nevertheless, eucalyptus oil runs through my veins and I will 
look forward to returning home later in the year. 

Written by Michelle Freeman 
m.freeman2@ugrad.unimelb.edu.au 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Photo Top:  Michelle and friends in a London pub.  Middle  Michelle Freeman in South Africa 2007. 
Bottom:  Michelle and IFSA Board members from Estonia, Germany and France 

 
The adventures of a 
forestry graduate 
       
        By Michelle Freeman 
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The IFA President, Dr Peter Volker, announced 
on 18 August 2008 that Roger Underwood of 
Palmyra Western Australia has been awarded 
the N.W. Jolly Medal.  

The N.W. Jolly Medal is the Institute of 
Foresters of Australia’s highest and most 
prestigious honour for outstanding service to 
the profession of forestry in Australia. 

Roger Underwood worked as a forester in the 
WA Forests Department for 25 years, moving 
from forest workman (in his student days) 
through positions as a Divisional Forest Officer 
and Regional Superintendent and three years 
as Research Superintendent before becoming 
General Manager of WA’s Department of 
Conservation and Land Management (now DEC) 
for 9 years.  

In making the announcement Dr Volker said 
“Roger continues to provide leadership in 
forestry in Australia, setting a shining example 
of articulate commitment, integrity and 
professional achievement.” 

From Roger Underwood’s early career in 
forestry and subsequently in conservation and 
land management, through to his post-public 
service role as consultant, general practitioner 
and lobbyist, Roger continues to have 
constructive and regular input into the forestry 
debate.  His direct role in promoting 

responsible fire 
management in 
forests, for 
regeneration and protection of forest 
ecosystems and communities, and for the 
development of the plantation industry, 
especially in dryland Australia, continues, and 
maintains the drive for the promotion and 
deployment of adequate resources for forest 
management. 

Roger Underwood is the Chairman of The 
Bushfire Front, an organisation of professional 
foresters promoting improved standards of 
bushfire management in Australian forests. 

Roger was awarded the WA Forester of the 
Year in 2007 and he has been a professional 
member of the Institute of Foresters of 
Australia since 1962. 

Roger Underwood is also a student and writer 
on forestry and forest history and has published 
5 books on these subjects as editor, co-author 
and author, and written numerous papers and 
articles for popular readership. His most recent 
book, Old Growth Foresters was a significant 
contribution to the social and human history of 
forestry in WA and has been placed in libraries 
all over Australia.  

The award will be presented at a special 
function in Western Australia later this year. 

Applications closing soon 
2009 Maxwell Ralph Jacobs Grant 

 

The late Dr Max Jacobs was one of Australia's most distinguished foresters. At the time of his retirement 
in 1970 he was the Director-General of the Forestry and Timber Bureau having worked in the public 
service for 44 years. Max died in Canberra in 1979.  

In 1983 the Australian Academy of Science in conjunction with the Institute of Foresters of Australia and the New Zealand 
Institute of Forestry established a fund to commemorate his life and work. The fund is used to support worthy projects in 
any field of forestry research and to provide graduates within Australasia with support not readily available from other 
sources. The Institute of Foresters of Australia has undertaken to fund the Max Jacobs Fund for at least a five year period 
to 2111. 

An application form is available at www.forestry.org.au 
with applications closing 30 September 2008. 
The principles applying to the application of grants are:  

*    funds available each year are capped at $5,000 (GST exempt)    *    two grants are usually allocated each year at 
approximately $2,500 each. 

The following broad categories of activity may be supported:  
*    work to be carried out in or related to Australasia in any field of forestry science    *    field-orientated research in 

Australia and New Zealand    *    overseas travel to undertake research. 

2008 Jolly Medal awarded to 
Roger Underwood 
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Australian Forestry Journal receives International 
standing 

Thomson Reuters has advised the IFA “I am happy to inform 
you that Australian Forestry has been selected for coverage in 
the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE). Indexing of this 
title is scheduled to begin with 2008 issues.” 

The approval is based on a review of citations of the Australian 
Forestry Journal articles and following 3 years of constant 
efforts of the IFA’s Board of Directors and the Publications 
Committee. 

The rating comes as a consequence of inclusion in the group of 
monitored journals. The rating is dynamic; that is it is repeatedly 
recalculated. It is expected that it will take at least a year to get 
a useful rating, and more before there is any real effect of our 
inclusion because of the lag between additional authors seeing 

papers of interest in the journal, 
citing them in their own papers 
when published, and those citations 
being picked up in the form of a 
citation index value.  

On being informed of the approval 
the IFA President, Dr Peter Volker 
said “This is a magnificent 
achievement and a great recognition 
of the Australian Forestry Journal 
Editors, particularly Alan Brown, 
Ross Florence, Brian Turner and Colin Matheson, who have 
worked so hard to ensure the timely issue of this highly 
regarded publication.” 

Forest Health Surveillance – Special issue.   

The team responsible for producing Australian Forestry has 
compiled a special issue on Forest Health Surveillance (Vol 71, 
No 3 – September).  This excellent issue includes 14 individual 
papers, over 100 pages dedicated solely to forest health 
surveillance in Australia.  

The efforts involved in putting together a special issue of this 
caliber are enormous when dealing with the numerous authors, 
logistics of printing, all the while keeping ahead of the 
production deadline. 

We hope that you enjoy this special issue and welcome any 
feedback that you may have.   

IFA members are able to download individual papers from this 
issue (and previous issues of Australian Forestry) from the IFA 
Website.  Non IFA members can purchase individual papers or 
the entire issue by contacting the IFA National Office by phone: 
(02) 6281 3992, Email:  ifa@forestry.org.au, or Fax (02) 6281 
4693.  

Publications Committee News 

From left: Merv Gardiner from Union Offset Printers meets with Brian 
Turner, Sani Baker, Colin Matheson, Alan Brown and Eileen Dallwitz at 
the IFA National Office. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

ACFA ACFA   
  

Association ofAssociation of  
Consulting Foresters of AustraliaConsulting Foresters of Australia  

The ACFA website has been transferred from the overseas webmaster to 
the same firm used by the IFA i.e. Onlinefactor. 

The IFA website has been updated to provide a link on the IFA 
Homepage direct to the ACFA webpages. This provides a link to a 
Directory of Consulting Foresters plus profiles of their individual 
experiences and qualifications. The webpages are designed for the IFA 
National Office staff to update the Consulting Forestry Directory which 
will ensure that updates to profiles are made speedily, when requested to 
do so by Consulting Foresters. 

Have a look at www.forestry.org.au and follow the ‘Find a Consulting 
Forester Here’ button. 

Consulting Foresters are encouraged to provide their company logos and 
photos of themselves to add to the presentation of their profiles. Send 
the information to acfa@forestry.org.au. 
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The IFA will host the next Institute of Foresters of Australia Conference in 2009. 
The Conference will be held at The Events Centre, Caloundra, Queensland, 
Australia from 6th - 10th September, 2009.

The exciting and topical theme chosen for the Conference is 
‘Forestry: a climate of change’.

The worldwide groundswell of public awareness that climate change is 
arguably the main issue facing the sustainability of life on earth has been rapid.  
In Australia, it became one of the major policy differences that infl uenced the 
desire for political change. Australian governments at all levels are increasingly 
focused on achieving large reductions in greenhouse emissions and, as a 
developed country of the Pacifi c Region, Australia is committed to assisting 
developing countries with the impacts of climate change.

Never has forestry been at such a crossroads. Whilst clearly part of the solution 
to future sustainable living, there is now a challenge to one of its core functions, 
the provision of solid wood products. Water, bioenergy, buried carbon reserves 
and biodiversity all have the potential to be dominant values in a carbon 
conscious world. This presents business opportunities for forestry and 
challenges the traditional economic and political frameworks for investment in 
forests and processing facilities. Variation in rainfall distribution and patterns, 
rising sea levels forcing the movement of communities and the effect of storms 
and cyclones on risk profi les of forestry will modify land use.

In a political environment that is moving rapidly to address previous inaction, 
the need for rigorous policy development by foresters and forest-based 
industries is critical to shaping public and government perception and action.  
We must provide for sustainable livelihoods from forests, and a rational 
inclusion of trees and forest products in carbon accounting and emissions 
trading schemes. We must also recognise how best to adapt forests to climate 
change and seize the opportunities that forestry can provide locally, nationally 
and internationally to mitigate the effects of global warming.

To do otherwise will mean that forestry, and forest industries, will be but a minor 
player in determining their future, in this climate of change….

“recognise the 
opportunities”

THE INSTITUTE OF FORESTERS OF AUSTRALIA 2009 CONFERENCE • 6 - 10 September 2009 • Caloundra, Queensland, Australia

Call for Abstracts
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The Conference



The Conference will include keynote addresses and presentations from 
Australian and international speakers as well as a welcome reception, 
conference dinner, exhibitions and displays, fi eld tours and a partners program.

The Conference Committee has prepared a draft program and is calling for 
abstracts consistent with the theme, “Forestry: a climate of change”, and 
associated sub-themes:  

Climate change impacts and adaptation challenges for forestry
• Climate change scenarios
• Effects on communities and on the full range of forest values
• Management of risks and identifi cation of opportunities

Climate change mitigation opportunities for forestry and forest-based industries
• Carbon offsets and future wood products
• Emissions trading and bioenergy
• Incorporating continuous improvement into policies and standards

The changing role of forests 
• Delivery of environmental and ecosystem services
• Maintaining sustainable livelihoods from forests 
• Challenges for providers of forestry education and training services
• Fostering community awareness 

Reshaping the forestry agenda
• Changing needs in forest governance 
• Sustainable use and management
• Forest and product certifi cation 
• Indigenous interests and aspirations 

Promoting innovation in forest management and processing 
• Recent advances in forestry science 
• Innovation in harvesting, processing and management systems
• Protecting  the health and biosecurity of forests

Submissions may be made with an Abstract (between 200 and 400 words) in 
electronic format. Please indicate whether your preference is for an oral or 
poster presentation. 

Accepted papers and abstracts of posters received in the required formats by 
the nominated deadlines will be included in a copy of proceedings to be made 
available at the Conference in hard copy and/or disk format. 

Deadline for submission of abstracts to: shanna@aomevents.com Friday 17 October 2008

Notifi cation to authors, including acceptance or rejection of 
abstracts and writing formats

Friday 5 December 2008

Deadline for submission of draft papers and poster abstracts Friday 20 February 2009

Notifi cation to authors of acceptance of papers Friday 1 May 2009

Deadline for submission of fi nal papers and poster abstracts Friday 10 July 2009

3

“reshape the 
forestry agenda”

THE INSTITUTE OF FORESTERS OF AUSTRALIA 2009 CONFERENCE • 6 - 10 September 2009 • Caloundra, Queensland, Australia

Abstract submissions

Call for Abstracts

mailto:shanna@aomevents.com


Queensland is an ideal location to host this topical conference given that the 
nature, rate and extent of climate change are expected to differ widely across 
the State. Southeast Queensland, which encompasses most of Queensland’s 
existing commercial forests and forest industries, has experienced a marked 
drying trend since the 1950s as well as an increase in intense rainfall events, 
with these trends, and an increasing number of hot days, likely to continue in 
the future. By contrast, coastal North Queensland, which has recently 
experienced a rapid expansion in hardwood plantation establishment, is 
predicted to experience a greater intensity of rainfall and more rainfall in 
summer, along with hotter temperatures.  

Caloundra is recognised as one of Australia’s fastest growing holiday destinations 
and is attracting strong interest as a conference location. Early September has 
been selected for the holding of this conference to take advantage of the idyllic 
Spring weather experienced at Caloundra at this time of year.

Located at the southern end of Queensland’s beautiful Sunshine Coast, only 
one hour’s drive north of Brisbane, the Caloundra region captures a landscape 
of stunning diversity and beauty, stretching from cool, green hinterland 
mountains to the crisp blue and white of the ocean and beaches. See the 
offi cial Caloundra tourism website for further information on this magnifi cent 
conference and holiday destination at www.caloundratourism.com.au/index.php

To register your early interest in presenting a paper, or attending the conference, 
or if you are seeking further information in relation to the requirements for 
Abstract submissions, please contact the Conference Manager:

Shanna Sheldrick 
All Occasions Management
Telephone: +61 8 8354 2285
Email: shanna@aomevents.com

Further information on the Institute of Foresters of Australia, including the 
most up-to-date information on this Conference can be obtained at 
www.forestry.org.au/

Registration

Presenters of accepted papers and posters will need to register for the 
conference, including payment of registration fees.

It is expected that the Registration Booklet will be distributed by April 2009.
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“experience the 
diversity and beauty”
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Welcome to the following new IFA members 
 
TAS 
 
 
 
VIC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QLD 

 
Howat, Matt 
Mifsud, Alexandra 
Mifsud, David 
 
Brown, Mark 
Evans, Mick 
Idczak, Daniel 
King, Sarah 
Macreadie, Nicholas 
Rusnak, Kerri 
Trushell, Nathan 
Woodley, John 
 
Koster, Jan 

 
Voting Member 
Voting Member 
Voting Member 
 
Associate Member 
Associate Member 
Voting Member 
Voting member 
Associate Member 
Student Member 
Voting Member 
Associate Member 
 
Student Member 

 
WA 
 
 
 
 
SA 
 
NSW 
 
 
 
 
 
OS 

 
Christensen, Danae 
Hutchinson, Kirk 
Smith, Garry 
Stiller, Crag 
 
Dow, Haydn 
 
Miles, Malcolm 
Perrow, Simon 
Pickering, Harry 
Raymond, Carolyn 
 
 
Ellis, John 

 
Associate Member 
Voting Member 
Associate Member 
Student Member 
 
Associate Member 
 
Associate Member 
Student Member 
Associate Member 
Voting Member 
 
 
Associate Member 

Interactive discussions 
are happening 

on the IFA Bulletin Board 
right now! 

www.forestry.org.au 

On Friday 1st August 2008 six keen second year Forestry 
students of the Australian National University drove to Yass as 
part of an afternoon field trip organised by IFA. The focus of 
the afternoon was learning about the activities of the 
Murrumbidgee Catchment Management Authority (CMA) in 
assisting land managers to mitigate salinity on agricultural 
land through farm forestry.  

We visited the Murrumbidgee CMA Office in Yass where ANU 
alum and Catchment Project Officer Matthew Walker gave an 
interesting presentation outlining the strategies adopted by 
the CMA in implementing the scheme. Matthew described the 
processes and technologies used to overcome the issues 
involved and also spoke about careers within the NSW CMA 
network. He took us to a property where we observed the site 
preparation and planting practises of the scheme in an 
environment which was conspicuously suffering from effects of 
salinity. 

The excited students who attended the day were Kevin 
Peachey, Andrew Halliday, Ben Scheele, Olivia Edgar, Alex 
Slattery and first year student Joel Dawson. 

The students would like to thank George Dashwood and the 
IFA for organising the day and a particular thanks to Matthew 
Walker and CMA for the presentation and property visit and 
also allowing us to trample through your office, muddy boots 
and all!  
 
(Andrew Halliday and Alex Slattery) 

L to R: Alex Slattery, Olivia Edgar, Joel Dawson, Kevin Peachey, 
George Dashwood, Matthew Walker, Andrew Halliday, Ben Scheele. 

 

IFA organises student visit 
to Murrumbidgee Catchment  
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Department of Forest and Ecosystem Science 
Melbourne School of Land and Environment 
The University of Melbourne 
Water Street Creswick Victoria 3363 
Phone:  +61 3 5321 4300 
Email:  reception-creswick@unimelb.edu.au 
Web:  http://www.forestscience.unimelb.edu.au 

Melbourne researchers assisting shift towards 

sustainably managed forests in PNG 
University of Melbourne Research Fellow, Dr Julian Fox, Head of Department, 
Professor Rodney Keenan and PhD student, Cossey Yosi, are currently involved in 
an ACIAR project investigating the assessment, management and marketing of 
goods and services from cutover native forests in Papua New Guinea.  

The neglect and degradation of PNG's unique forests is largely due to poor 
knowledge of the goods and services that may be available coupled with 
inappropriate forest management. Assessment of available goods and services 
(such as timber and carbon) is thus a priority and can be undertaken using remote 
sensing, and PNG Forest Research Institute's Permanent Sample Plot network. 
More appropriate forest management systems such as forest certification also need 
to be more widely applied.  Working closely with staff from the PNG Forest Research 
Institute and the Village Development Trust we hope to develop tools that can inform 
village level decision making. Tools will provide information on forest resources to 
local communities and will be based on forest growth modeling, remote sensing, and 
geographic information systems. Ultimately we hope to facilitate a move toward 
small-scale sustainable and certified utilisation.  

The Sogi project - a case study in sustainable community forestry 
The Sogi project is a medium scale eco-forestry project initiated and maintained by 
Village Development Trust (VDT) and was selected as a case study area for ACIAR 
project FST/2006/061. The Sogi project is located in proximity to Madang, PNG, and 
extends over a large area of primary rainforest consisting of eight distinct villages. 

Initial project work has been initiated in Yagi village where landowners are milling 
timbers using a portable sawmill for export as community based fair trade (CBFT) 
product. The first shipment has been exported to an Australian timber merchant 
specialising in certified tropical timbers. This revenue is being used to construct a 
community resource centre from the milled timbers. The Yagi community is also 
engaged in road construction and maintenance, which will provide access for market 
produce and for transporting timber to the market in Madang.  

Progress 
A Baseline survey of demographic information for the Sogi project area has been 
conducted by Mr. Francis Inude, ACIAR/VDT project officer, during June 2008. Project 
staff (Dr. Julian Fox, Mr. Joe Pokana, Mr. Francis Inude) visited Yagi village during 
July 2008, and had an open discussion on project activities with the community. 
Communities living within the Sogi area were eager to receive information on 
remote sensing, mapping, and possibilities from the global carbon trade. 

8 Maps of the Sogi forest area were distributed among the 8 village leaders along 
with marker pens that could be used for forest planning. The distributed map was 
an ASTER remote sensing image. This map and the information on the forest 
resource contained therein was communicated to communities to provide initial 
assistance with decision making. Future project work will provide further information 
to help communities derive sustainable benefit from their resource, and to avoid 
further degradation through inappropriate forest management. 

 

For further information contact:  
Dr. Julian C. Fox, Research Fellow, Department of Forest & Ecosystem Science, 
University of Melbourne, email: jcfox@unimelb.edu.au 

View of the Sogi project area, Madang Prov-
ince, Papua New Guinea 

Community youths carry Kwila (Intsia bijuga) 
along the Sogeram River 

Open discussion of project activities at Yagi 
Village 

A community group examines an ASTER 
remote sensing image of their resource 
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The topic of the workshop was “Connection between Forest 
Resources and Wood Quality: Modelling Approaches and 
Simulation Software”, which addressed three core themes: 

1. The impact of forest management and tree growth on 
stem, wood and fibre properties; 

2. Linking the properties of forest resources to end-product 
quality, performance and value, and 

3. Supporting forest resource management and utilization 
through the use of computer-based simulation. 

Some 60 delegates participated in the workshop, representing 13 
countries.  The location was the very picturesque Koli National 
Park (Figure 1), located approximately 100 km north of Joensuu.  
All delegates either delivered a paper or poster presentation over 
four days.  The paper delivered by Kerrie was titled “Branch 
architecture and log value – a simulation study” which outlined 
recent modelling work that used a suite of decision support tools 
to investigate the impact of branching, a range of log 
parameters, and wood density on the unit value of a log for 
Caribbean pine.   

Results were predominantly presented on northern hemisphere 
species such as Norway spruce and Scots pine, but also included 
other species such as Chinese pine, Maritime pine, Jack pine, 
Radiata pine, Caribbean pine, Beech and Douglas fir.   

Forestry in Finland is a significant industry, with 70% (or 20.7 
million hectares) of the country covered by commercial forests. 
Over two thirds of these forests are privately owned, by mostly 
small scale family holdings.   

Key Findings by theme 

The impact of forest management and tree growth on stem, 
wood and fibre properties 

Forty percent of presentations were delivered under theme 1, 
which focused on the impact of silviculture, genetics and growth 
conditions on a range of wood and sawn timber properties.  
Many papers outlined very detailed modelling systems that 
simulate stem structure, branch architecture, wood density and 
then overlay a range of sawing simulation and grading systems 
to predict the impact of various spacing, thinning and pruning 
regimes on end product value.  It was also common for these 
simulation systems to consider climate change impacts through 
incorporating complex process models. 

It was evident that the researchers had access to very good long-
term silviculture trials and research funding to undertake 
adequate field sampling to validate their models. It was also 
evident that many researchers had access to the latest in 
technologies including terrestrial laser scanning and acoustic 
tools to capture tree and wood property level data. 

Linking the properties of forest resources to end-product quality, 
performance and value 

Thirty-five percent of presentations were delivered under theme 
2, which focused on end product quality and value including both 
solid wood products and the pulp and paper value chain.  There 
were many presentations that covered various wood properties 
including fibre length and width, wood density, spiral grain, 
mechanical properties as well as branching and knot impacts.  
Novel approaches were outlined that included using Near-infra 
red (NIR) spectroscopy to predict mechanical wood properties, as 
well as using a range of functional-structural process models to 
simulate tree growth and wood quality. 

Several presentations also focused on end-user preferences in 
terms of colour and appearance of end products, particularly for 
the highly competitive Scandinavian flooring market. 

Supporting forest resource management and utilization through 
the use of computer-based simulation 

Twenty-five percent of presentations were delivered under theme 
3, which focused on using specialist remote sensing technology 
and wood scanning technology to capture tree growth and wood 
quality data.   

The wood scanning technology included X-Ray and Computer 
tomography (CT) scanning.  X-Ray scanning is common 
technology in commercial sawmills in Europe as it is very fast and 
cost efficient, and is used to capture internal properties including 
knot locations.  The CT scanning is much slower and more 
expensive and therefore is still very much in the research and 
testing phase. 

Concluding comments 

Attending this workshop in Finland certainly emphasised just how 
important the forest industry is in the northern hemisphere, on a 
scale that is sometimes difficult to comprehend in Australia.  
Further, the application and use of advanced technologies was 
common-place which I believe, stems from their access to 
plentiful human and financial resources.  This emphasised for me 
the need for Australian researchers to participate in overseas 
collaborations where possible to tap into these pools of 
knowledge and resources. 

Thank you IFA and the Max Jacobs fund for contributing towards 
my attendance at this workshop.  

Kerrie Catchpoole 

Max Jacobs grant - 
IUFRO workshop report by Kerrie Catchpoole 

Figure 1: The very picturesque Koli National Park in 
Finland, where the workshop was held. 

 

Dr Kerrie Catchpoole received a grant from the 2008 Maxwell 
Jacobs Fund to attend an International Union of Forest Research 
Organisations (IUFRO) Workshop in Finland from 8-14 June 2008.  
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ABC. Bias, deceit and or gross incompetence 
 by Emil P. Johnston 

Introduction 

The provocative title to this paper is not used without good 
reason. In recent correspondence I advised the ABC, in the 
form of a Public Notice, that I would be publishing by letters 
or articles the story of a four year battle using the title above. 
The main subject of my four year battle with the ABC is the 
Four Corners program “Lords of the Forest” broadcast on 16 
Feb 2004. 

This paper is about testing the Integrity and Credibility of the 
ABC. That there was bias in the program has already been 
established. In addition to the manner of presentation there 
was bias based on deliberate deceit. The initial deceit was 
compounded by the ABC attempting to establish that it had 
published a timely correction after altering official data. 

Before proceeding further it is reasonable to question my 
motivation in pursuing this subject. The situation is that by a 
letter dated 4 March 2005 to the then Managing Director I 
stated my main objective as follows 

“I trust, particularly given my age, you can accept that this 
letter is written with two objectives 

Protection of the ecological, economic and social 
benefits accruing to Australia from science based forest 
management; and 

Restoration of the standards for reporting that made 
the ABC worthy of the public respect it once enjoyed.” 

My immediate objective was 

“If the ABC is a responsible honest and transparent 
organization it will take action to amend the ERRATA page of 
their web site as follows 

*show the correct date the map was first posted on 
the site. (It was certainly not the 19th February 2004) 

*acknowledge that the correct map was only displayed 
after receipt of a formal complaint 

*acknowledgement that viewers were seriously misled 
regarding the existence of more that 1.14 million 
hectares of National Parks State Reserves and Formal 
Forest Reserves existing in the east, west and south of 
Tasmania 

*record the formal decision of the ABA that the map as 
displayed in the program breached the ABC Code of 
Practice.” 

The then Managing Director conceded that the Errata sheet 
was published with an incorrect date; but not before a farcical 
situation when a second wrong date was posted on the 
website. The second incorrect date established that senior 
staff did not know of an unauthorized posting on the Four 
Corners’ web site. The then Managing Director ignored my 
request regarding the three other items I listed. 

Now four years after the broadcast, the ABC by letter to me 
dated 14 April 2008, considers that it acted appropriately “—
by taking steps to correct the original broadcast----“. In other 
words a three months old unauthorized, misleading and back 

dated errata is to the ABC 
acceptable for making a 
correction. 

The Initial Deceit 

The ABC changed official 
data, by-passed the normal 
checking procedures and 
present the altered information in the program. 

Changed official data? 

The Four Corners team was supplied with an official land 
tenure map showing formal reserves, (mostly National Parks, 
with some area under the supervision of other Government 
agencies) State Forest and Private property. The altered map 
as presented in the program was, as the ABC admitted to me 
two months after broadcast “misleading to viewers”. 

Were the changes significant? 

The map shown on the program showed only one reserve - 
the area generally now known as the World Heritage Area, 
located in the South West of Tasmania. An area in excess of 
one million HA, being approximately one third by area of the 
total State Reserves in some 80 separate locations, were 
removed from the map. The ABC is now giving very generous 
TV and Radio time to the opponents of the proposed Tamar 
Valley pulp mill. Opponents who are convinced that logging in 
native forests should be discontinued because representative 
forest types have not been included in formal reserves. (See 
below regarding the ABC forming public opinion). 

The Four Corners team by-passed the normal two weeks lead-
in time and prepared the misleading map the weekend before 
presentation on Monday night. The incorrect map was a 
breach of the ABC’s Code of Practice as determined by the 
Australian Broadcasting Authority (ABA) responding to my 
Formal Complaint, in Report # 1397 Feb, 2005. 

Further deceit to cover the initial deceit 

The ABA in report 1397 considered the ABC had made a 
timely correction; utterly amazing when I knew the ABC had 
done nothing after two months. I wasted no time dispatching 
a letter to the ABC. Fourteen months after the program went 
to air, the ABC admitted, in very coy language, that the first 
and then a second date shown on the web site were incorrect 
and that “The date had now been corrected to 11 May 2004; 
to accurately show when the errata was posted on line”. Then 
next day, 12 May 2004, the ABA saw the back dated errata on 
the web site. Two years and two days later the ABC admitted 
it “—has no reason to dispute your statement that you spoke 
to the Audience Liaison Manager on or about 7 May 2004 and 
advised that you had lodged a complaint with the ABA.” I 
concede that someone in the ABA may have suggested to the 
ABC the possibility of a quick correction. However, one thing 
is certain, whoever posted the unauthorized back dated and 
misleading errata on the Four Corners’ web site made a major 
mistake. 

Deceit or Gross Incompetence? 

Deceit at the lower levels of the ABC, ABA and later the 
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The WA Division has continued its high level of output and regular events schedule in the past 
year. Under Chairman David Wettenhall’s leadership, the Division cemented local recognition in 
various sectors of local media, government and industry that foresters have valid inputs to make in 
sustainable resource matters.  

An expanded committee was elected at the AGM in August 2007.  The committee comprises: David 
Wettenhall (Chairman), Melissa Gordon (Secretary), Alan Briggs, Phil Shedley, Peter Beatty, Lachie 
McCaw, Kevin Bentley, Elaine Davidson, Peter Jones and Brad Barr. 

A premier achievement was hosting of the IFA Rots and Borers Conference in Perth in November 2007, the first of its kind aimed at 
practitioners and researchers concerned with the impacts of insects and fungi on commercial forestry. The event was attended by 50 
people, included a 2 day field excursion, and generated a profit for the IFA. Phil Shedley was meritoriously awarded IFA Fellow status in 
November 2007. Phil carried out the lion’s share of conference planning work - a highly valued effort. 

Concurrent with the Borers conference, the IFA National AGM was hosted in Perth on 7 November 2007.  

Contributions to forest policy included a submission to the statutory review of the 
Forest Products Commission, and letters to the Conservation Commission of 
Western Australia regarding management of national parks and the mid term 
audit of the Forest Management Plan 2004-13. The Division also participated in 
development of a state strategy for plantations and farm forestry.  

The Division has sought to engage with students undertaking forestry related 
studies at Edith Cowan University. A number of students participated in a tour of 
the Wellington Discovery Forest near Collie, and a field trip examining 
management of forested catchments. Students were also invited to participate in 
other IFA functions. A number of keen members of the Division were involved in 
hosting ANU forestry students in a forest management study tour of the 
southwest (this included trying to match the typical after-hours social pattern and 
team building for which students are renowned!).  

In support of APPITA, the Division contributed to delivery of training in Wood 
Chip preparation at Albany – a timely industry update in the burgeoning south 
coast export scene.  

Forestry in the north of Australia is taking root …..and branching out, with 
hardwood species and Indian sandalwood being grown in number! David 
Wettenhall is the Portfolio Director of Tropical Forestry Special Interest Group and 
has been energetic in getting the Group active with its first activity being a 
professional development tour of the Darwin/Katherine/Kununurra area.  

WA in involved in the Catchments Special Interest Group, convened by Frank 
Batini. In this context, Frank organised a field day in May 2008 in the northern 
jarrah forest to examine the range of issues involved in thinning for water yield 
increase in the Wungong Catchment.  

Division members also initiated an inventory of the somewhat neglected Stene’s 
arboretum east of Collie, which comprises more than 60 tree species established 
in the 1970’s to evaluate potential growth in the 600-800 mm rainfall zone. The 
Foresters Wood has continued to be subject to strategic planning, a field day and 
recently some negotiations with the Department of Environment and 
Conservation over possible partnering with IFA for future management.  

The WA Forester of the Year Award was presented  to Roger Underwood at the 
National AGM – the ever active forest lobbyist, story writer and practitioner.  

The Division has embarked on a project to review and update information about 
notable Western Australian trees, and David Wettenhall was interviewed on radio 
about issues surrounding the felling of large karri tree near Manjimup. The tree 
was centre of a story in June that featured on the front page of the West 
Australian.  

Finally, in an international vein, the Chairman participated in the Asia Pacific 
Forestry Commission forum in Hanoi in April 2008.  

David Wettenhall RPF -  Chair, WA Division (davidw@plantall.com.au) 

  WA Division News  

Australian Communications and Media Authority 
(ACMA) may not have been known to senior staff. 
I can certainly question the competence of senior 
staff by their failure to establish procedures to 
prevent the three serious irregularities comprising 
the initial deceit and then the unauthorized 
access to the Four Corners web site compounding 
the initial deceit. My allegation of deceit and 
incompetence cannot be disputed when with 
persistence I was able to establish facts that 
senior staff in the ABC, ABA and ACMA did not 
know. 

Conclusion 

The story of my 4-year battle reveals that for the 
ABC forming public opinion is more important 
than balanced reporting of the diversity of 
opinion existing in our democratic society. 
Taxpayers supply in excess of $800 million per 
year to the ABC. I have established that there 
was initial deceit compounded by further deceit 
and gross incompetence. However I have not 
changed the culture of the ABC. Many schools, 
hospitals and other services in your community 
are under-funded. Given the proven deceit and 
gross incompetence described above, I suggest 
you (not me at age 88) take action to 
recommend transfer of funds to other 
Government agencies with a better record for 
integrity and credibility than “Your ABC”. 

(This document was prepared and authorized by 
E P Johnston: emiljohnston@bigpond.com )  - 
The view expressed by Mr Johnston are not 
necessarily those of the IFA—J. Adrian O’Loughlin 
- Editor. 

 
 
 

ABC. Bias, deceit etc continued... 
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Once I had accepted IFA Director Gary Featherston’s offer to chair 
the Catchments SIG, I advertised for members in the Forester and 
gave details as to the proposed functions of the SIG. Four IFA 
Members responded immediately- Mr G Gooding, Mr M Ryan, Mr C 
Brown (all based in Melbourne) and Mr Bob Allen from Albury. I 
also received support from Mr J Bradshaw, Mr R Underwood and 
Mr P Shedley from Western Australia. I then rang two other 
possible candidates- Mr L Bren from Ballarat and Mr P Cornish 
from NSW, and they also indicated some interest in the SIG. There 
were no responses from other States. 

There was an initial exchange of useful data between Mr Gooding, 
Mr Brown and I, but then Graeme Gooding, the most active 
member to date, advised me of a serious illness and resigned. I 
have had no further contact from any of the other members for 
about six months, except for Mr Featherston forwarding me a 
report titled “Review of timber production in Melbourne’s water 
catchments” that he had co-authored. 

However the issue of catchments and their management is quite 
active, especially in Western Australia. In the last twelve months, 
the adequacy of management of catchments by foresters and 
others has been raised in the following ways: 

• An Editorial in Australian Forestry  
• Two articles in The Forester 
• A day tour by about 24 members and friends to the Wungong 

catchment in Western Australia, led by J Bradshaw and 
myself and ably organised by P Shedley and Dr E Davison 

A letter by the Chairman of the WA 
Branch to the Water Corporation 
making several technical observations 
following the tour and offering to assist 
in the Corporation’s Technical Reference Group for the Wungong 
study. 

I have also been invited to speak at a Department of Water 
seminar in August on “Forest responses to a drying climate in WA” 
and also at an International Workshop on Ecohydrology to be held 
at the University of Western Australia in September. I can send 
you a copy of the paper should you wish. 

At a recent meeting in Perth with Mr A O’Loughlin, I raised the 
possibility of visiting Melbourne in Q4/2008 or Q1/2009, to arrange 
a meeting of all other members. This was well received. I have 
also canvassed the possibility of holding a small technical 
catchments workshop to be held in Perth in Q1 or Q2/2009. Both 
the Water Corporation and Alcoa World 
Alumina have expressed some 
willingness to sponsor such an event. 

Membership of the Catchment SIG is 
free and open to all IFA members. 
Please register your interest with Sani 
Baker (admin@forestry.org.au).  

Frank Batini MIFA 
Chair - Catchments SIG 

Catchment - SIG - report on activities 

No issue is of greater social, environmental and economic 
importance than the proper management of forested water 
catchments.  The Institute’s Catchments Special Interest Group, 
chaired by Frank Batini, focuses on this very issue, operating 
nationally to promote excellence in policy, research and 
management. The Western Australian Water Corporation’s 
Wungong Project is a prime example of the sort of thing the 
Catchment SIG feel needs to be pursued on a much wider scale 
across Australia, and is being followed with intense national 

interest. 

Ably organised by Dr Elaine Davison, a party of 27 including 5 
students from Edith Cowan University, enjoyed an informative tour 
and stimulating debate on the options for managing forests on 
water catchments. Although held on 8 June, there was still no 
water flowing through the numerous gauging stations 
emphasising the decline in rainfall in WA over the past decade. 
Frank Batini led the tour and discussions, backed up by Jack 
Bradshaw and capably assisted by Richard Boycott of the  
Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) and Margaret 
Wilke of the Water Corporation.   

We had an opportunity to appreciate the background to the 
Wungong Project, to learn about the way the project has been set 
up, to inspect current trial and demonstration areas and to debate 
a number of aspects of the larger question of generating 
increased yield of good quality water from forested catchments. 

On the question of the Wungong Project itself, I have written to 
the Water Corporation making four points: 

1. Despite the fact that the basic relationships between 
hydrology and silviculture are well known from earlier 
research and decades of experience, the subject is complex 
and there will be many people in the community who are 

 

Management of forested water catchments – WA Field Day 
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concerned about the impact of 
thinning and burning in native 
forests. This emphasises the need for 
a well-planned research and 
demonstration project such as is now 
occurring in the Wungong. 

2. There are a number of complexities 
associated with these trials, including  

(i) the long-term influence of bauxite 
mining and rehabilitation in the 
catchment on water yield and  

(ii) the changes to bushfire 
management instituted by DEC in 
recent years i.e. the doubling of 
the interval between prescribed 
“green” burns.  

It is unlikely that clear outcomes will 
emerge overnight, so that there is a 
need to commit to long term 
monitoring. We understand that this 
has been foreshadowed by the Water 
Corporation, and we commend this 
professional and responsible 
approach. 

3. Thinning trials in the jarrah forest 
have historically foundered (or at 
least have been sub-optimal) because 
the job of maintaining a reduced 
stocking is not kept up. Over time, 
the thinned plots simply fill up with 
new trees, and the effect of thinning 
is lost.  We emphasise the need in 
this trial to ensure that funds 
continue to be provided for follow-up 
maintenance of thinned stands into 
the future. Without this, the whole 
project loses its scientific value. One 
way of achieving this at reduced cost 
is to use as much of the “waste” 
cellulose as possible as commercial 
product (eg sawlog, chipwood, bio-
energy, biofuels). We were 
encouraged to hear from an IFA 
member on the field trip that this 
option is a strong possibility in the 
near future. 

4. There is a need to rethink the 
management of the pre-1988 bauxite 
mined and rehabilitated areas. These 
areas should no longer be regarded 
as a dismal liability. The fact is they 
are now heavily overstocked with 
planted exotic (but commercially 
valuable) species, and have been 
designed to retain water. Instead of 
managing them as “native forest” and 
in-forest water sinks, they could be 
treated as “water production areas”. 
As such they would provide a 
wonderful bonus.  

We suggest that the best treatment 
would involve heavy thinning of the 
better stands and clearfelling of 
poorer “failed” areas, sale of produce 

to underwrite the costs of further 
work, opening-up of drainage 
channels into the lowland stream 
reserves/swamps, and smoothing out 
of contour rip lines to optimise 
overland and interflow. The risk of 
sedimentation is very low, or could be 
easily managed. The potential to put 
litres of “new” water into lowland 
areas where currently there is a 
disconnect between the deep and 
shallow water tables is very high. 

 In 15 years time, if rainfall returns to 
normal or other water supply 
measures are proving to be 
adequate, there will still be an option 
to re-establish native forest on these 
areas. 

The WA Division of the IFA strongly 
supports the Wungong Project, not just 
because it provides an excellent 
opportunity to provide the community with 
increased fresh water at a very cheap 
price. it also observes that many Western 
Australian forest streams are drying and 
native forests are unhealthy. This is a 
result of overstocking, dense understorey 
and thick litterbeds at a time of below-
average rainfall. Thinning and green 
burning (prescribed burning under mild 
conditions) at a 5-6 yearly interval will 
increase water yields and improve the 
overall health of the forest and of stream 
ecosystems. 

Given our interest in the trials and 
experience in forest management, we 
offered to provide a representative of the 
IFA to be part of the established Wungong 
Technical Reference Group. 

On the wider scene, our most serious 
concern relating to catchment 
management in the jarrah and wandoo 
forests is DEC’s current approach to 
bushfire management. We consider that 
the DEC target of green burning only 8% 
of the forest annually (i.e. an average 12-
year rotation) does not provide adequate 
fuel reduction to ensure that the damage 
from large high intensity fires is 
minimised. We are very well aware from a 
previous field trip in 2005, of the damage 
to water supply in the Mundaring Weir 
catchment from the 27,700 hectare “Hills” 
wildfire. 

We have offered to work with Water 
Corporation towards influencing DEC fire 
management policy so as to provide wider 
options for improved standards of 
catchment and forest protection in the 
Project. 

(Frank Batini, Elaine Davison, Phil Shedley, 
David Wettenhall) 
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Alumni & Friends News 
September 2008 

 
• phone: 02 6125 2579  fax 02 6125 0746 • 

•email: forestry@anu.edu.au www: http://fennerschool.anu.edu.au/• 

Dr Lyndall Bull joins ANU as National Forestry Masters 
Program Convenor 
Dr Lyndall Bull, formerly a Senior Manager with Timbercorp Limited, has been 
appointed Convenor of the new National Forestry Masters Program. The appointment is 
part of a coordinated strategic response to the critical shortage of professional foresters 
across Australia, through the National Forestry Masters Program (see previous editions of 
The Forester; and www.forestry.org.au/masters).  

Nearly 30 students, enrolled across all of the participating universities, have joined the 
first year of the Program.  

Lyndall completed her PhD in forest sector innovation with the Wood Innovations CRC at 
the University of Melbourne in 2005. Prior to joining Timbercorp in Perth, she led a 
national study of forest-sector skills shortages for the peak industry associations, NAFI & 
A3P. This study helped catalyse the National Forestry Masters Program. 

Lyndall is based at the ANU in Canberra, but will work across Australia with forest sector 
partners, including Timbercorp. Timbercorp’s General Manager Forestry, Tim Browning, 
said “Lyndall is a terrific gain for the Forestry Masters Program and -while she will be a 
loss to our company - we recognise the importance of her role to the continued success of 
the Australian forestry industry. We’re especially pleased she will be able to continue 
working with us as a special projects consultant, and look forward to contributing students 
to her stewardship as well as drawing future employees from it”.  

For more information about the National Forestry Masters Program, visit 
www.forestry.org.au/masters, email Lyndall at Lyndall.Bull@anu.edu.au, or call her on 
02 6125 5100. 

Dr Brian Turner recognised for IPCC work 
ANU Forestry Emeritus Reader Dr Brian Turner is amongst a group of scientists 
worldwide who received a certificate from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (with the citation, in recognition of their contribution to the work for which the 
IPCC was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for 2007. As readers of The Forester will know, 
Brian was also recently recognised by the IFA as a Fellow of the Institute. 

Matthew Kinney & Ian Scanlan awarded Schlich 
Medals 
Matthew Kinney and Ian Scanlan, ANU BSc(Forestry) Honours graduates, 
shared the 2007 Schlich Memorial Trust Awards for the outstanding 
forestry graduate of their year. Each completed their Honours in forest 
ecology with Chris McElhinny, 

Matthew, who now works for Forests NSW in Tumut, received his medal 
during the annual ANU field course based at Laurel Hill, near 
Tumbarumba, to which he contributed with other Forests NSW staff. 

 Ian is now pursuing a PhD in the ecology of Tasmania’s southern forests, 
and will receive his medal when he returns from fieldwork. 

Dr Lyndall Bull (photo by Jeff Atkinson) 

Dr Brian Turner 

Matthew Kinney receives his Schlich Medal from Chris McElhinny 
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M.H. Maiden 
E. Swain 

Von Mueller, etc etc. 
 

(Private collector – Not dealer) 
 

Please phone Doug Marsden on (02) 6667 
3315 anytime but early or late is best. 

 

 

IFA Members who are 65 years 

of age or over and who do not 

work full time are entitled to a 

50% reduction on their Voting 

Member fees! 

Have you got your 

hat on? 

 
Order form page 32 
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IFA remembers 
James John Reilly 
Dip For, (AFS), BScFor, BCom, (UQ), 
PhD (ANU) 
24 August 1938 – 17 July 2008 
 
John Reilly was born in Injune, 
Queensland, the third of eight children of 
Norman and Gladys Reilly. The family 
moved to Strathpine in 1944 on the 
northern outskirts of Brisbane where his 
father was appointed head teacher of the 
primary school. John attended Strathpine 
primary school before attending St 
Josephs Roman Catholic College on 
Gregory Terrace in Brisbane City for his 
high school education (1953-56). He was 
an outstanding student and sportsman 
(athletics, 1st XI and 1st XV) and a Cadet 
Under Officer.  

He then commenced his forestry studies 
as a State Forestry Scholarship holder at 
the University of Queensland in 1957-58. A 
field year with the Queensland Forestry 
Department followed in 1959 before 
heading to the Australian Forestry School 
(along with Ian Bevege) in Canberra for 
two years. He graduated to the Diploma of 
Forestry in 1961 and to the Bachelor of 
Science (Forestry) degree (University of 
Queensland) in early 1962. While in 
Canberra John played first grade rugby in 
the forwards for the Forestry School and 
subsequently ANU.   

He returned to Queensland after 

graduation and spent two years in Forestry 
Department survey camps in north 
Queensland.  Following a high school 
romance, he married Jill Alvos in 1961 and 
they subsequently had four children – 
Maryanne, Paul, Anthony and Sarah. 

He was then posted to Imbil (outside 
Gympie) in 1964 where he was engaged in 
tree breeding research relating to hoop 
pine. One outcome of this work was the 
publication of a Queensland Department of 
Forestry Research Paper 4, 1974 
“Geographic Variation of Hoop Pine”, still 
quoted today. An appointment to Head 
Office from 1968 to 1971 followed, and he 
undertook part-time studies to graduate to 
a Bachelor of Commerce degree from UQ. 

He was awarded a research fellowship by 
the Rural Credits Development Fund and 
the family moved to Canberra where he 
commenced his doctoral thesis under Dr 
Ian Ferguson at the Australian National 
University. In 1978 he was awarded the 
Doctor of Philosophy degree for his thesis 
titled Forest management strategies for 
the lower south coast of New South 
Wales. The thesis developed a large 
economic planning model for the lower 
south coast region covering some 1.2 
million hectares and aimed at optimizing 
land use of marginal farm lands and forest 
production for the region. His research 
papers have been widely referred to in the 
international literature. 

John returned to the Forestry Department 
in Queensland, continuing his economic 
work until 1980. He was ahead of his 
times in a forestry agency that was yet to 
adopt the realities of the commercial 
world, under the politics of those times. 
He accepted a senior position in the 
Premier’s Department and subsequently in 
(what is now known as) The Port of 
Brisbane Corporation. In both these 
organisations John’s economic expertise 
was utilised across a wide range or 
projects and industries such as  

• Development of the Port of Brisbane 
Strategic Plan – Key Port Brisbane – 
that outlined arrangements and broad 
directions of the port to the year 2005 
and beyond; 

• Redirecting the Port of Brisbane’s 
international trade development 
program to be more forward looking 
and strategic, e.g. marketing 
strategies, landbridging studies, 
northern NSW cotton exports, motor 

vehicle imports, and property 
development and transport logistics 
initiatives (attracting new 
warehousing to the port); 

• Managing key aspects of the State 
Economic Development Strategy – 
Quality Queensland – including 
regional development and natural 
resource management; 

• Facilitated economic and trade 
cooperation agreement between 
Queensland and Fujian Province in the 
People’s Republic of China, resulting 
in the signing of a formal agreement 
between the two States; 

• Responsible for, or involved in, 
coordination of Government 
arrangements for several large 
development projects in Queensland: 
• Callide ‘B’ Power Station (700 MW 

capacity) 
• Stanwell Power Station (1400 MW 

capacity) 
• Bleach Kraft Pulp Mill (200,000 

tonnes per year) 
• Newsprint Mill (180,000 tonnes per 

year) 
• Coke export plant (up to 8 million 

tonnes per year) 
• Rundel Oil Project 
• Mini Steel Mill 
• Large open cut mines (Oakey 

Creek, Riverside, Callide and 
others) 

• Woodchip export projects 
• Hydro-electricity power projects in 

north Queensland. 
John was a modest but cheerful, able and 
affable man who could jolly people along, 
as the preceding list of projects attests, 
whether on the job or over a beer. He 
made many friends across forestry and 
economic circles and was highly regarded 
as a forester and as an economist. He was 
a life-long member of the IFA. 

John retired in 1998 and moved to 
Eumundi with Jill where she ran a 
successful art gallery with his assistance. 
He was also a member of the Cooroy Golf 
club and was instrumental in having grants 
approved to expand the course from 9 to 
18 holes.  Subsequently they moved back 
to Brisbane in 2007. 

He is survived by his wife, their four 
children and seven grandchildren - a 
family he was devoted to and proud of, 
and by his three brothers and four sisters. 

By Keith Jennings, Ian Bevege & Ian Ferguson 
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Letters to the Editor 
Dear Editor 

I believe Phil Shedley articulated the thoughts of 
many foresters regarding the current management 
policies of our native forests in his report on the Old 
Forests - New Management conference in Tasmania last 
February (The Forester June 2008).   

There are parallels between WA and Tasmania, 
particularly the issue of reserving large areas of old growth 
forests.  The fear is that this form of policy will not 
guarantee the survival of these forests.  But public 
perception is that reservation is the best management for 
these forests while active management under a clearfell 
strategy to produce highly productive forests is 
destructive.    I wonder whether public attitudes will 
change when the problems foresters see now in reserving 
these areas as National Parks will become apparent in the 
future.  That is,  when these forests start declining and 
disappearing unless large wildfires intervene.  This latter 
option, however will be at the expense of a very large 
volume of high quality timber. 

The other part of the story is the introduction of the export 
woodchip market and clearfelling 30 years ago which led 
to a great achievement for Tasmanian forestry.  But we 
don't hear of this because it is lost in the green rhetoric, 
aided and abetted by the media.  In less than two human 
generations, thousands of hectares of beautiful regrowth 
wet eucalypt forests have been created despite 150 years 
of exploitation and large areas carrying no regeneration.  It 
was not poor management to blame but more to do with 
poor policy.  Successive governments ignored the 
problem and the timber booms created by gold and mining 
rushes, two successive World Wars and the post-war 
baby boom delayed the implementation of appropriate 
policy and silviculture.   

Unlike WA, we still have 40,000ha of old growth to 
manage for timber, and I share Phil's concerns over the 
possible introduction of the variable retention system to 
replace clearfelling in these areas.  Timber 
production may well become uneconomic.  This is a 
similar scenario we faced 30 years ago when it was 
becoming uneconomic to harvest cut-over forests.  Are we 
facing poor policy outcomes again as this change is driven 
by a government exasperated by the failure of foresters to 
convince the public that clearfelling these forests is 
socially acceptable? 

 Robert Onfray  rlo@bigpond.net.au 

Dear Editor 

Forests and the “Green House Gas” Impacts 

There are a number of points I would like to put forward 
regarding forests and the problem of increasing Co2 levels 
in the atmosphere. While I accept that the main problem in 
respect to reducing “Green House Gases” in the 
atmosphere must be centered around the provision of 
power and energy; the management of forests has a 
positive role to play. 

1) Wood is produced in trees and forests by 
removing CO2 from the atmosphere. 

2) This wood is stored in the bole of the tree for the 
life of the tree, which can be anything from 50 to 
500 years or more. 

3) If the tree is utilized by the timber industry the 
CO2 in the timber is delayed for a further five to 
fifty years before returning to the atmosphere. 

4) The majority of other construction materials 
require large quantities of energy to produce 
which adds enormous volumes of CO2 to the 
atmosphere. It is this expansion of industry 
throughout the world that is believed to be the 
major cause of CO2 in the atmosphere. 

I consider there are sections of our society that would 
regard some of these points as inconvenient truths and 
will get the inconvenient truths treatment. First they will be 
ignored and if this does not work they will be attacked 
from all angles by groups who consider they may be 
disadvantaged from a political, commercial or idealogical 
perspective. 

 

S.J.Quain 

squain@gsp.com.au 

 
Notice is given that the Annual General Meeting of The Institute of Foresters of 

Australia will be held at Forestry Tasmania, 79 Melville Street Hobart, Tasmania on 
Thursday 20 November 2008 at 6.30 pm. 

AGENDA 
1. Attendance and apologies 
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 7 November 2007 
3. President’s Report 
4. Financial Statements and Audit Report 2007-08 
5. Appointment of Auditor 
5. General Business 

 

J. Adrian O’Loughlin, Company Secretary, 15 September 2008 

Correction -The following name should have appeared under the heading 
'Australian National University' in the article 'Myanmar Foresters in 

Australia' (The Forester vol.50, no.3; The Australian Forest History Society 
Newsletter no. 47): 
1975 U Myint Thein 

    After service with FD migrated to USA in mid 1980s 
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We’re 
growing 

stronger 

Institute of 
Foresters of Australia 
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Media 
Policy 

Scholarships & Grants 

Awards 
Communication 

INSTITUTE OF FORESTERS OF AUSTRALIA 

IFA MembershipIFA Membership  
About IFA 

The Institute of Foresters of Australia (IFA) is a professional 
body engaged in all branches of forest management and 
conservation in Australia. 

The Institute is strongly committed to the principles of 
sustainable forest management and the processes and 
practices which translate these principles into outcomes. 

Our membership represents all segments of the forestry 
profession, including public and private practitioners 
engaged in many aspects of forestry, nature conservation, 
resource and land management, research, administration 
and education. 

Membership with us is not restricted to professional 
Foresters.  Other persons associated with or interested in 
the area of forestry are welcome to join IFA! 

Membership Benefits 
The many benefits of being a Member of the IFA include: 

• Employment vacancy notices 

• Regular email Bulletins 

• Australian Forestry - our own scientific journal 

• The Forester quarterly newsletter 

• Accreditation as a Registered Professional 
Forester 

• Professional recognition, including our prestigious 
N.W. Jolly Medal award 

• Access to scholarships, grants and professional 
development awards 

• Field days focusing on forestry issues 

• Professional conferences 

• Locally based meetings and activities 

• Student work placement notices 
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    IFA Membership Grades 

The admission membership grades 
of the IFA are: 

Voting member 
Associate member 
Student member 

VOTING MEMBER 

You are eligible for Voting membership if you: 

1. Hold a tertiary degree qualification in forestry 
recognised by the Institute together with at least two 
years appropriate forest management or forest 
science experience and can demonstrate knowledge 
of and/or skills in the core subjects of Australian 
forestry 

Or 

2. Hold any other tertiary qualification or other relevant 
experience acceptable to the Institute together with at 
least four years appropriate forest management or 
forest science experience and can demonstrate 
knowledge of and/or skills in the core subjects of 
Australian forestry. 

Persons holding forestry qualifications of Diploma, Associate 
Diploma or Certificate IV will be eligible providing they meet 
the following forest management or forest science 
experience: 

Diploma = 6 years, Associate Diploma = 8 years and 
Certificate IV = 10 years.  

STUDENT MEMBER 

You are eligible for Student membership if you are 
attending as a full time student in your first undergraduate 
formal course of forestry related study at any University or 
Tertiary institution recognised by the IFA.  

ASSOCIATE MEMBER 

You are eligible for Associate membership if you: 
1. Have an interest in forestry  
Or 
2. Have other relevant experience in forestry 

Membership Fees 

      2008 - 09 
 
Grade $             

Voting $290 

Fellow $290 

Associate $290 

Associate (YP rate) $73 

Student $44 

Retired $145 

Couple concession $290 
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Get yours today! 
IFA Merchandise 

ITEM:  Silviculture Notes for NSW on CD QTY 

 

Price:  $35.00 (including P&H & GST) 

A fantastic compilation of field 
experiences collected by George Baur 
from observations and research from 
the earliest times through the 1980’s. 

ITEM:  Institute Cap 
New design of this popular item.  Black 
with green print front and back with a 
white trim.  Adjustable  to fit any size. 

Price:  $25.00 (including P&H & GST) 

QTY 

 

Great new release, bucket hat.  
Protect your ears face and neck when 
out in the sun.   Light Beige colour with 
Green and black print with black trim. 
 
Sizes 

XS/S          L/XL 
Note that hats will shrink in wash 

ITEM:   Institute Bucket Hat QTY 

 

Price:  $25.00 (including P&H & GST) 

ITEM:  Growth Habits of the Eucalypts QTY 

 

Price:  $32.00 (including P&H & GST) 

Describes some of the morphological 
characters and physiological reactions 
of the eucalypts.  By M.R.Jacobs. 
Green hard cover book 

ITEM:  The Foresters QTY 

 

Price:  $8.00 (including P&H & GST) 

Written in the jubilee year for the IFA, 
The Foresters tells important things 
about forestry in Australia through the 
lives of a number of early notable 
Australian foresters.  By Athol Meyer 

QTY 

 

Price:  $10.50 (including P&H & GST) 

Originally compiled for the reunion 
of 2000, it stands as a reminder of 
the significan contribution which the AFS 
made to the establishment of the 
professional forestry education in Australia, 
NZ and the South East Asian regions 

ITEM:  History of Australian Forestry School 

ABN 48 083 197 586 

Complete the QTY above and fill in your contact and payment information below and forward to: 

By post: 
Institute of Foresters of 
Australia 
PO Box 7002 
Yarralumla  ACT  2600 

By Fax: 
(02) 6281 4693 

By Email: 
ifa@forestry.org.au 

Phone 

Name 

Address 

Post code State 

Email 

MasterCard 

Visa 

Method of Payment 

Credit Card # 

Signature 

Exp. date 

Cheque enclosed 
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